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NEW QUESTION: 1
Service A is an orchestrated task service that is invoked by a
separate composition initiator
(1) and then sends a request message to Service C (2). Service
C queries Database B to
retrieve a large data record (3) and provides this data in a
response message that is sent
back to Service A.
Service A temporarily stores this data in a central state
database (4) and
then sends a request message to Service D (5), which accesses a
legacy system API to
retrieve a data value (6). Service D then sends this data value
in a response message back
to Service A.

The data in the state database is subsequently retrieved by
Service A (7) and
merged with the newly received data value. This combined data
is written to Database A
(8), which triggers an event that results in the invocation of
Service B (9).
Service B is an orchestrated task service that sends a request
message to Service D (10).
which accesses a legacy system API to retrieve a data value
(11) and then sends this data
value in a response message back to Service B.
Service B temporarily stores this data in a
central state database (12) and then sends a request message to
Service E (13), which
performs a runtime calculation and then responds with the
calculated data value back to
Service B.
The data in the state database is then retrieved by Service B
(14) and merged
with the calculated data value. Service B then uses the merged
data to complete its
business task.
The following specific problems and requirements exist:
* Database B uses a proprietary data format that is not
compliant with the XML
format used by all of the services in this service composition
architecture This
incompatibility needs to be solved in order to enable the
described service
message exchanges.
* The service contract provided by Service D does not comply
with the data model
standards that were applied to the other services and therefore
uses a different
data model to represent the same type of data that is
exchanged. This
incompatibility needs to be solved in order to enable
communication with Service
D.
* Database B is a shared database that can be accessed by other
services and
applications within the IT enterprise, which causes
unpredictable runtime
performance. This performance problem needs to be solved in
order to make the
runtime behavior of Service C more predictable.
* For performance and maintenance reasons, Service A and
Service B need to be
deployed in the same physical environment where they can share
a common state
database.
Upon reviewing these requirements it becomes evident to you

that the Enterprise Service
Bus compound pattern will need to be applied. However, there
are additional requirements
that need to be fulfilled. To build this service composition
architecture, which patterns that
is not associated with the Enterprise Service Bus compound
pattern need to also be
applied? (Be sure to choose only those patterns that relate
directly to the requirements
described above. Patterns associated with the Enterprise
Service Bus compound pattern
include both the required or core patterns that are part of the
basic compound pattern and
the optional patterns that can extend the basic compound
pattern.)
A. State Repository
B. Event-Driven Messaging
C. Data Format Transformation
D. Atomic Service Transaction
E. Policy Centralization
F. Process Centralization
G. Redundant Implementation
H. Service Data Replication
I. Data Model Transformation
J. Compensating Service Transaction
K. Reliable Messaging
L. Protocol Bridging
M. Intermediate Routing
Answer: A,F,H

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements regarding the communication
between a SAP system and an external Message Transfer Agent
(MTA) using SMTP are correct? (Choose two.)
A. The SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP cannot automatically forward
incoming mails to other domains.
B. To send e-mails to an MTA, or to receive emails from an MTA
using SMTP, the SAP
NetWeaver AS ABAP must have the ST-MAIL plugin, which needs to
be installed using transaction SAINT.
C. The SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP can send mails to only one
specific MTA per SAP client.
D. The SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP provides the full functionality of
a Message Transfer Agent (MTA).
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following options is not the cause of ERAB
abnormal release?

A. Wireless link failure
B. Cell congestion
C. The UE inactivity timer expires and enters the Idle state.
D. Transport layer failure
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What does AWS Shield Standard provide?
A. Data encryption
B. WAF rules
C. Identity and Access Management (IAM) permissions and access
to resources
D. DDoS protection
Answer: D
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